17XX OccFld Questions

Training

- How will people receive training? TEMINS, TAD, etc.
  - Influence: Multiple TAD to complete the entry level training. Course dates are not well sequenced at this time. This is expected to change over time, but not before FY24/25. As this is MOS producing, the TAD cost will be TECOM funded.
  - Space: Multiple TAD to complete entry level training. 11 weeks of training/2 courses in total.
  - Cyber: Enlisted Marines will PCS to Corry Station, FL for the first course Joint Cyber Analysis Course (JCAC). Marines will be TEMINS to Ft Gordon, GA for follow-on training enroute to their next duty station. Officers will PCS to Ft Gordon.

- Are there OJT opportunities while LatMoving and waiting for training?
  - 1721: Once accepted for LM, the enlisted Monitor will work to PCA Marines to a local Cyber unit prior to attending JCAC if there is a unit available.
  - Officers, 1751: No.

- Will graduate programs, civilian certs, experience, or other education fulfil training requirements?
  - All Marines should expect to attend MOS school, but in order to use training resources efficiently, some training equivalency may be granted.
  - Cyber: OccFld uses school house established Constructed Credit Process to evaluate training equivalency.
  - Space: Adjudicated by OccFld on a case-by-case basis.
  - Influence: Adjudicated by OccFld on a case-by-case basis.

- Can the timing for Marines going to schools be planned and adjusted?
  - Marines can work with the Monitor to adjust orders to meet any personal or professional (ex. deployment stabilization) needs. The priority is always getting Marines to training so orders may not be flexible (Needs of the Marine Corps). Marines accepted for LATMOVE should expect to be slated for the next available- Marines will not have the ability to defer a year once accepted for LATMOVE, they would need to reapply.

- Who will pay for the Marines needing to go to MOS schools?
  - MOS producing training requirements are paid for by TECOM.

- Are there shortages for training seats? And If so, how is the OccFld fixing that?
  - The OccFld is in continuous contact with TECOM and TrngCmd to ensure there are training venues available for MOS granting courses. At this time there are not student throughput concerns.

- If I LatMov, will I have to complete all the courses if I don’t have them already?
  - Yes

- What is the USCYBERCOM T&R? How does it align? Can it be shared? How do the DCWF and USCYBERCOM work rolls align/compare?
  - There are efforts underway at both USCYBERCOM and TECOM are working to better align USCYBERCOM JQR and USMC T&R to DCWF, respectively. USCYBERCOM has
posted some of their JQRs on their NIPR SharePoint portal. All other JQRs can be made available on JWICS, contact the OccFld to learn more.

- For enlisted Cyber Marines- the mission is very different in CMF and FMF roles. How do people retain certification and credentials so that they can shift from fleet to team and back?
  - Marines are unlikely to maintain work role certification while assigned to FMF. Once reassigned to the CMF, Marines will need to recertify in their work role.
- What is the academic lift for someone without the hard science background to LatMov into 1702/6/7?
  - All required education and training are covered in the respective ELT pipelines. Prior technical expertise could be helpful but is not required.
- What courses do SNCOs need to complete?
  - Currently, there is not a Chiefs course required to transition from 1721 to 1799 or 1751 to 1795. The entry level training is the only training solution required.

**LATMOVE Process and Eligibility**

- Is there any guidance to the left and right eligibility (in zone, just got on island, 2Ps, career designated, etc.)?
  - Yes. Refer to LATMOVE solicitation MARADMIN for eligibility. There may be waivers/exception to policy granted- undetermined at this time.
- Are there any LatMov incentives (SRB, Duty station preference, etc.)?
  - Enlisted Marines should contact their career planners for updated information regarding LM incentives.
- What is the enlisted LatMov process (in reenlistment FY and out of reenlistment FY)?
  - Marines should contact their career planners to learn more about opportunities to LM in and out of cycle.
  - Enlisted Marines: For re-enlistment in your FY (FTAP/STAP) please see your Career Planner. Outside of the FY it can be beneficial to communicate with the Monitor and let them know your intent. Understand that the Monitors may not be able to support recommending a LAT move outside of the FY. This does not mean it will not get approved this is just a recommendation.
  - 1721: The first step in the process will be the SCI Prescreen. Your career planner should have the details, this is the key hang up for determining LATMOVE eligibility.
- Will applying for CCLEB/CPIB change my opportunities to become a 17?
  - All officers are screened for CCLEB/CPIB. The OccFld will work with MMOA to adjudicate on a case-by-case basis if/when conflict exists.
- Will acceptance to 17xx equal meritorious career designation?
  - No
- Are any of the 88xx being moved into the 17s?
  - No 88XX Marines will involuntarily LATMOVE.
  - No 88XX structure will transition to 1706/1707 structure. 88XX requirements remain unchanged.
- What can I do to begin to prep for a LATMOVE to make myself more competitive (all MOSs)
Sustained performance over time is a key indicator of future success.

- Are specific MOSs not allowed to LATMOVE in?
  - All MOSs invited to apply. Adjudication of packages will take into consideration MOS health by grade.

- Will 05XX MOS holding officers have choice to LATMOVE into the specific 1706/7? (if they qualify for both?)
  - Yes, LATMOVE package includes a personal statement. Communicate your desires there.

- What grades can LATMOVE as officers?
  - Officers must be career designated in order to apply to LATMOVE. During the manpower buildout Captains, Majors and LtCols will all be accepted to LATMOVE.

- For the SCI prescreen, is it the local SSO or HQMC SSO?
  - NAVMC 11665 requires an SCI determination letter signed by HQMC SSO. Please contact your career planner to understand all requirements for a RELM.

- What will the bonuses for LATMOVE look like?
  - Enlisted: Please refer to SRB MARADMINs to learn more about available bonuses for LM.
  - Officers: no bonuses are offered.

- Will enlisted screening in order to obtain OccFld recommendation be done local or virtual?
  - 1721: Screening is done via NAVMC 11665 as part of the LM process.
  - 1751: See MARADMIN 499/21. Screening will be done virtually.

- For Marines with an RA3O code for denying HSST, can they apply?
  - Marines should contact their career planners to learn more about opportunities available to them.

- Is the LATMOVE for 1751 Cpl only, or can other ranks (senior) apply too?
  - Cpl and above. There are significantly more opportunities available for FTAP Marines to LATMOVE to 1751 than STAP Marines.

- If we are not eligible to apply this year, will there be future opportunities?
  - Yes. The Manpower build plan takes place from:
    - 1706: Present-FY27
    - 1751: Present-FY28
    - 1707: Present- FY31
  - There will be subsequent solicitations for LATMOVEs and the manpower will build gradually.

- What is the contract length for an enlisted Marine that doesn’t require training?
  - Speak with your Career Planner about re-enlistment requirements.

- What is the precedent of boards? If selected for 17XX and another program, which has priority?
  - These selections will be deconflicted between OccFld and M&RA.

- If a mustang and creeping up on retirement eligibility, will we be considered favorably?
  - Applicants must have enough time in service remaining to complete the required service obligation prior to their retirement. Marines approaching 20 years in service, will need to acknowledge that they will complete service obligation prior to retirement. This will not be a reason on unfavorably endorse a Marine for LATMOVE.

Misc. 17XX OccFld Expectations
- Is the 0511 included in the 17 professionalization?
  - No
- Are you developing JAIC (AI/ML/DS) related MOSs?
  - No. There are no additional MOSs under development at this time.
- Will the 1751s have an opportunity to become Warrant Officers?
  - No. There is no restricted officer requirement for Influence at this time.
- What is the Enlisted to Warrant Officer timing for LatMov?
  - Specific to 1721 population. Refer to MCO 1040.42B for eligibility criteria for Warrant Officer.
- The MOS requirement for 0521 was TS clearance, but it looks like it was downgraded to secret, will the TS holders lose their clearances?
  - The 0521 clearance requirement was Secret per the MOS manual. There are still 0521/1751/1795 BIC’s slated for TS, but it is not a pre-requisite. There was an increase is BIC’s coded for TS.
- Is there a plan for NMOSs and assignments for the 0521/1751/1795?
  - Yes. The 1739 CMO Chief and 1757 Enhanced Influence Planner are NMOSs for the 1751.
- Will there be any changes to the CAGs?
  - There is no change to the reserve structure or mission with the 17XX professionalization approval. The only impact will be the change of the MOS designator (eg. 0530 ->1730 still FMOS, 0532 ->1732 still PMOS). Please see white paper is TEAMS channel files section.
- Will there be reserve 1706/1707 opportunities?
  - No. There is no reserve component requirement for 1706 or 1707. RC Marines who are interested could Return to Active Duty (RAD) and LATMOVE.
- Many MOSs cannot leave A- billet structure due to personnel shortages, will the 17s be the same with no SDA/out of MOS assignments?
  - The health of the OccFld impacts being slated for SDA’s. During the manpower build the 1721/1751 MOSs are not projected to be healthy enough to support assignment to B-Billet requirements. This is likely to change in the future, but not in the near term. Marines in the MOS who desire SDA opportunities should engage the MOS specialist for their PMOS.
- Is CCLEB/CPIB and the likes an option for 1702/06/07s?
  - Officers are still eligible to screened on CCLEB and CPIB and assigned to one of the related programs. More often than not, given OccFld health the corresponding assignment will be resident professional military education.
- 17XXs beyond the MIG, what does that look like, what will they do?
  - 17XX Marines range from the MEU to the MARFOR level. At all echelons of command there is a growing requirement to understand, advise and integrate information as the 7th warfighting function.
  - Influence: The larger formations of Influence Marines are at the MIG in the PSYOP company and at MCIOC. Beyond that they will be employed to providing support at various level. As OIE grows with in the Marine Corps there is an increased interest to have Marines capable of planning for the integration of information related capabilities.
Space: 1706s will serve at MARFORSPACE and other key HQMC organizations, Joint elements, and IC agencies, where they will serve on staffs as technical and tactical space experts. 1706 will also be on the MEU staff.

Cyber: Cyber planners at the Division, MEU, and MEFs. Large portion of the cyber force are part of the Cyber Mission Force working as a service presented force to USCYBERCOM.

Explain NMOS in further detail please.

A Necessary MOS is utilized to convey the requirement for an advanced skill set. The Table of Organization (TO) would reflect 1712 NMOS at the BMOS and 1721 as the Primary MOS.

1721/1799: NMOSs are utilized to tie USCC requirements to CMF teams. Currently FMF units with 1721 are not coded for NMOS.

1751/1795: There are billets in FMF units which are coded with a NMOS. This can be viewed on the TO or ASR.

What are deployment opportunities for 17xx officers?

MEUs, MARFORSPACE teams, Cyber Mission Elements, Victor units, MLR

Will the 0540 transition?

All 0540 BMOS billets will to transition to 1706 by FY27. For Marines who hold the AMOS and do not make the LATMOVE the AMOS will transition to 1786.

Can enlisted when applying for officer programs, get contracted for 17xx because of past experience and education? Does TBS consider this when MOSs are handed out?

Yes, with some caveats.

- 1702 - The Cyber Contract is a specific contract. For 1721/1799 utilizing ECP, please notify the OccFld.
- 1707 - 0521/1751/1795 Marines should work with this Staff Platoon Commander to ensure their qualifications are identified in the MOS assignment process. There may not be a 1707 contract in every TBS class.

1706 is not applicable as the MOS is LATMOVE at Captain only.

1706s advising on effects, what gear will they have?

There is no accompanying TE at this time. There are R&D capabilities in development geared towards the “future force” none are fielded at this time.

Is the service obligation a disqualifier for enlisted to apply to Warrant Officer, MCP, or ECP?

No, it is not a disqualification. Marines will be on contract for their enlistment and apply for the program. Upon accepting appointment to Warrant Officer, Marines sign DD-214s terminating their enlisted time, and are appointed into the officer corps.

Prevailing guidance/eligibility for enlisted Marines for restricted and unrestricted officer programs applies.

What are the command opportunities for 17s?

There are not large formations of 17XX Marines on the Space or Influence side. O5 Command Opportunities will be limited to 8006 or “Strung” Commands.

Using the 1702 manpower growth as a model, we will see TLS without O5 Command and key assignments (Joint time, and MARFOR time) as the makings of a competitive for promotion O6.

In time 17XX should complete for O6 (8041) Command - MIG CO and MCIOC CO.